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How Wireless Works

1. Wireless Devices
Wireless devices need a 
network to operate. The 
network is part radio-based 
(wireless) and part wired.

2. Spectrum
Spectrum is the airwaves that 
allow wireless data (calls, texts, 
email, internet traffic, etc.) to 
travel from wireless devices to 
cell sites.

3. Cell Site
Cell sites connect wireless devices to 
the network using copper and fiber 
optic wires. Once transmitted from the 
cell tower to the network, the data of a 
“wireless” call is virtually 
indistinguishable from the other data 
traveling across the network – e.g. 
traditional landline calls, texts, emails 
and the internet data. Cell sites are 
connected in a pattern of overlapping 
cells that allow users to remain 
connected while on the move. 

4. Fiber Optics
Fiber optic lines are the modern equivalent 
of copper wire, but instead of using 
electricity to transmit information, fiber 
uses pulses of light to transport internet-
based data. This can support much more 
data and transmit it faster than traditional 
copper wire lines. For example, on a typical 
fiber cable, a 1 gigabit per second signal 
can travel over 35 miles without being 
degraded as compared to only 300 feet 
over a copper line.1

5. Central Office
(Wireless Switch Building)
At the central office, home and business 
lines connect to the network. The central 
office has equipment that routes calls 
locally or to long-distance carrier phone 
offices.

6. Network
The network consists of all the facilities 
(wires, antennas, equipment, etc.), devices 
(phones, computers, tablets, SmartGrid, 
etc.) and spectrum that we use to deliver 
data and content (voice, internet and 
video) to customers.
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Source: AT&T Cell Citing Overview PPT (05-30-17)



Wireless Regulation



Wireless Industry 
Regulation

• In 1993, Congress amended the federal Communications Act of 1934 to create 
a national regulatory framework for wireless to unleash the benefits of the 
competitive marketplace on consumers. 

• The wireless industry’s competitive nature has spurred rapid wireless 
development that has witnessed a growth in subscribers to more than 395.9 
million nationally.

• In addition to national regulation, State AG’s have responsibility for enforcing 
laws of general applicability, or laws governing entities conducting business 
within the states



Local Regulation
Today, local government and wireless carriers struggle 
with a confusing patchwork system of ordinances, 
terminology and processes that differ from community 
to community.  This slows deployment of high-demand 
high-speed wireless capabilities.

We want to encourage and streamline the deployment 
of broadband facilities to help ensure that robust 
wireless communication services are available by:

• Maintaining important zoning and planning review
• Establishing reasonable timelines for zoning and 

permit approvals
• Establishing reasonable permit fees to ensure cities 

recover reasonable costs



Types of Cell Sites

Macro Cells

Most common 
type of site that’s 
used for voice, 
text and 
broadband 
communication. 
Can cover large 
geographic 
areas with high 
capacity.

Small Cells

New technology, 
generally used in 
urban areas that 
improves network 
performance in 
areas not 
effectively served 
by traditional 
sites.

Distributed 
Antenna Systems 
(DAS)Alternative 
antenna that 
provides 
additional 
capacity. 
Usually used in 
areas with high 
number users 
like stadiums or 
arenas.

Wi-Fi Hot Zones

Deliver high speed 
internet access, 
mainly for outdoor 
coverage.
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Presentation Notes
Source: NTIA Network Costs Factsheet, May 2017Before we get too deep into our discussion on the topic of cell sites, I wanted to take the time to provide a brief definition of the different types of cell sites commonly used within our network. First, we have traditional macro cell sites. These are the ones you often see atop free-standing towers and other taller structures. Macro cells are the fundamental building blocks needed to enable high-speed mobile internet. Along with playing a key role in connecting a large number of devices to the network at the same time, macro cells also have the ability to provide service to significantly larger areas than these other types of cells as their coverage radius is measured in terms of miles. We also have small cells, which we will talk more about within this presentation. They are flexible network solutions that can be readily deployed to specific locations to provide enhanced voice and data services. Another type of solution we use to enhance our network—especially in large venues like arenas, convention centers or stadiums—is Distributed Antenna Systems. DAS solutions help connect customers to our wireless services in areas with high concentration of users. DAS is effective in large venues that already have service but need added capacity as large numbers of customers access AT&T’s network at these venues at the same time. DAS configurations use a group of antennas utilizing the same group of radios and divide the traffic—between antennas—into smaller, more manageable sections thus enhancing capacity and connectivity speeds. And finally, we have the familiar Wi-Fi hot zone or hot spot. These solutions deliver high-speed internet access and can be placed outdoors, in coffee shops, libraries, etc. 



Macro Cell Sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From cell siting booklet:Macros cells are the foundation of the capacity and wide-ranging coverage that today’s consumers demand. They are the most fundamental building blocks needed to enable text, voice and high-speed mobile internet. Macro cells have been constructed in many different sizes, configurations and heights. Some macro cells may incorporate techniques to hide the antennas from normal view or be camouflaged as trees or other structures to blend in with the surrounding area. Macro cells are effective for covering large geographic areas, especially in rural situations, with relatively high capacity, because they tend to use lower range spectrum frequencies, which travel further than the high frequency spectrum typically used by smaller cell technologies. In urban areas, macro cells are often placed on existing structures, such as building rooftops or water towers. Although not in all cases, macro cells are generally on structures over 30 feet in height and placed at locations with higher ground elevation, utilizing a set of larger panel antennas to achieve a broad geographic reach. Based on their reach, macro cells provide the largest area of wireless network coverage with the fewest number of sites



Cost of Telecommunications 
Equipment, Buildings and Fees

Note: Estimated ranges do not include deployment costs (e.g., foundation, land, tower construction).
Source: NTIA Network Costs Factsheet, May 2017

Fiber: $0.50—$4.00 per foot

Fiber Conduit (Tubing that encases fiber 
strands): $0.55—$2.00 per foot

Communications Huts (Protective shelters for 
network equipment): $326,000—$342,000

Wireless carriers often face 
additional costs with network 
construction, such as:

 Construction equipment 
and labor

 Permits
 Rights-of-Way fees
 Data center costs
 Easements
 Maintenance/Operational 

costs
 Pole Replacement/Repair
 Spectrum acquisition 

costs
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Source: NTIA Network Costs Factsheet, May 2017



Macro cell sites in our communities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide has a few different examples of macro cells placed in Wyoming. 



Macro cell sites in 
our communities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of a standard macro cell tower.



Examples of stealth cell sites deployed in 
Cheyenne, Wyoming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text source: cell siting booklet Q&AIn some cases, “stealthing” or camouflaging the cell site through natural coloring or foliage may hide its location best if city ordinances allow.“Stealthing”, or camouflaging, is disguising a cell site to look like something else. For example, using a flagpole or a church steeple to build onto or designing the site to look like a tree or cactus. While this may be a good option at times, stealth cell sites do place some restrictions on the technology of the cell site that sometimes do not make it a feasible option. Generally, the more intricate the stealthing, the less capacity or coverage can be expected from the site. Stealthing may reduce the number of additional service providers that are able to use the site.



Small Cells



What is a small cell?

This photo depicts an example of what a small cell could look like. Actual size, shape and dimensions may vary by location.

A new network architecture is needed

Small cells are flexible, targeted network solutions that cover a radius 
up to 1200+ feet & can be readily deployed to specific locations, 
including:

• Where customers are prone to experience connectivity issues

• Heavily populated areas that need more network capacity

• Areas that can’t effectively be served by a traditional macro 
cell

This allows us to provide a better LTE experience today while also 
allowing us to prepare for the technologies of the future such as 5G, 
smart cities and new developments in the Internet of Things (IoT).
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Presentation Notes
Source: AT&T Small Cell Deck (01-02-18)Small cells are flexible, targeted network solutions that cover a radius up to 1200+ feet & can be readily deployed to specific locations, including:Where customers are prone to experience connectivity issuesHeavily populated areas that need more network capacityAreas that can’t effectively be served by a traditional macro cellThis allows us to provide a better LTE experience today while also allowing us to prepare for the technologies of the future such as 5G, smart cities and new developments in the Internet of Things (IoT).



Examples of small cells

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: AT&T Small Cell Overview Deck (11-21-16)This slide has a few different examples of small cells and where they can be placed. As you may notice, the antennae on these solutions are significantly smaller than the ones you typically see on poles or rooftops today. 



Benefits of Small Cells



In Wyoming, Smart City technology and 5G investments could, based on projections, have the 
following impact:

Driving job growth and economic 
development

SOURCE: “How 5G Can Help Municipalities Become Vibrant Smart Cities,” Accenture Strategy, Jan 12, 2017. These estimates are based on expected benefits for the United States from 
next generation wireless networks and some smart city technologies. They are based on per capita application of the estimated national benefits to individual cities (e.g., the number of 
construction jobs are national averages assigned on a per-capita basis), and may vary depending on the individual city. 

Casper
Pop – 59,324
Jobs – 554
GDP growth – $90M
Network investment – $49M
Smart Grid & Transportation –
$34.24M

Cheyenne
Pop – 64,019
Jobs – 598
GDP growth – $97M
Network investment –
$53M
Smart Grid & 
Transportation – $36.95M

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From GA small cell forum deck/Unbranded Accenture study one pager



Smart Cities Initiatives
By connecting things like lighting, water, parking, energy grids and public 
transportation to the internet, wireless companies are helping cities save money, 
preserve natural resources and build better relationships with their citizens. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: AT&T Small Cell Deck (01-02-18)By bolstering network capacity, more efficiently using spectrum and expanding access to faster mobile internet speeds, small cells will help deliver new opportunities in areas like: The Internet of ThingsConnected CarsSmart CitiesConnected/mHealthEducationSmall cells will help us prepare our network to handle all this data traffic and empower on-going innovation while still delivering an effortless customer experience. 



Smart Water 
Solution

6 Billion
Gallons of water 

lost per day

Source: American Society 
of Civil Engineering

• Wireless companies are making possible a solution that 
can help detect leaks in water mains. 

• Replacing aging infrastructure is expensive, so there’s a 
need for a more cost-efficient solution to monitor leakage. 

• We are working to place acoustic sensors along pipes, 
which will trigger alarms when they sense sound changes 
that indicate water leaks.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: AT&T Small Cell Deck (01-02-18)By delivering enhanced capacity and faster connectivity speeds, small cells will help lay the strong network foundation needed for various “smart cities” initiatives that can enable new opportunities for entire communities, such as water conservation. A typical water pipe leak wastes almost 400,000 gallons of water per year. Using sensors and acoustic technology we can detect water pressure, temperature and leaks to help cities make more informed decisions, extend the life of their systems, save money and conserve water.



Public Safety
• Gunfire detection 

technology can help law 
enforcement react quickly 
and efficiently. 

• Remote sensors on light 
posts and other infrastructure 
will help law enforcement 
determine the number of 
people involved and the 
number of rounds fired. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: AT&T Small Cell Deck (01-02-18)



Traffic Control
• Wireless companies are working to use 

anonymous cell data to forecast traffic patterns 
in the city.  This would allow cities access to a 
data-backed traffic “playbook,” and could 
prevent major back up by allowing traffic lights 
to be appropriately adjusted. 

• Cities can remotely monitor the conditions of 
roads, bridges, buildings, parks and other 
venues. 

• Maintenance crews can help identify slick 
roadways during freezing weather or detect 
bridges that may need repairs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: AT&T Small Cell Deck (01-02-18)



The business 
community is also 
becoming more 

and more 
connected and 

relying heavily on 
wireless 

technologies.

• Small businesses have 
streamlined their bookkeeping and 
now take payments using an app 
on their smart device.

• Companies can video-chat with 
clients from across the state or 
across the country with enhanced 
network capabilities.

• Ride-sharing drivers use an app 
on their smartphones to find 
customers and operate their 
businesses. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: AT&T Small Cell Deck (01-02-18)The business community is also becoming more and more connected and relying heavily on wireless technologies, presenting new economic development opportunity for our cities. As such, communities that have critical network infrastructure in place and can support the latest techs, apps and services become even more attractive places to live and do business. Without robust wireless infrastructure, none of these things would be possible.
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Who are we and where do we serve?

Range Telephone Cooperative TCT West

Chugwater Telephone Company RT Communications

Union Telephone Company

Tri-County Telephone Association

Nemont Telephone Cooperative

Dubois Telephone Exchange

All West Communications

Silver Star Communications

Telecommunications services provided in over 80 
Communities in Wyoming





WYTA members service areas and 
Competitive affiliate service areas

 Most of the members of WYTA are heavily involved in 
deploying fiber to the home and fiber to business location 
projects and several have succeeded in deploying fiber to 
the home or business within entire communities in their 
traditional service territories. 

 In those instances where the WYTA member competitive 
affiliates have ventured into Century Link territories 
almost all have deployed fiber to businesses and some 
have deployed fiber to residences. Fiber to the premises 
allows for Gigabit service to the home or business 







Regulatory: How service is regulated 
and by whom?

Member companies are regulated by the WYPSC and 
the FCC for voice services. There is limited 
regulation by the FCC and FTC regarding broadband 
services along with open internet and privacy 
policies.



Cost and challenges of deploying service in 
Wyoming; where funds come from to deploy 
services

WYTA members all rely on the receipt of revenue from their 
Wyoming customers, as well as revenue from Federal 
Universal Service Fund programs in their regulated areas.

Some WYTA members also receive funding from the Wyoming 
Universal Service Fund. It is much smaller than the FUSF and 
has significant limitations, it is nonetheless important to 
several WYTA members and the rural customers in their 
certificated areas.



WYTA member company 
challenges/concerns

1. Exorbitant municipal right-of-way charges far in excess of amounts 
charged for private right-of-way which effectively precluded 
consideration of competitive broadband entry by potential fiber 
entrants and also delayed the provisioning of additional wireless 
service to that municipality.

2. Municipal engineering department delayed turn around of approval 
of a short section of municipal right-of-way for months for no 
substantive reasons, while other entities including WYDOT, and the 
county approved the permit in much less time.

3. A municipality sought franchise fees from a competitive carrier to 
pay the costs of municipal parks and greenways (not allowed) and 
caused the halting of deployment of future broadband projects in that 
municipality while that provision was negotiated out of the franchise



4. A municipality sought to require a provider to provide the 
municipality with dark fiber for use by the municipality as part of 
the franchise fee. Again, the provider had to halt the deployment 
of future broadband projects while that provision was negotiated 
out of the franchise.

5. A municipality sought to extract franchise fees on services for 
new entrants that were far in excess of what it was charging the 
incumbent provider and cable company on the same services.

6. Federal permitting on larger fiber transport projects often 
cause time delays. Cultural and environmental study areas are 
usually much larger than the area actually being disturbed. If this 
could be rectified the review time would decrease and the and 
cost would be lessened. 



Positive experiences/Public Private 
Partnerships

One member company was able to work with the local 
county and the Wyoming Business Council to obtain a grant 
and extend fiber optic transport facilities into several 
underserved communities. 

They provided matching funds to help secure the grant are 
using their own funds to extend services throughout these 
communities.





CenturyLink is an Industry Leader 

• 2016 annual revenues of $18 billion
• Serve customers ranging from Fortune 500 companies to 

families in rural America.

• 13  million access lines
• 6  million broadband customers 
• 2  million video customers

• 265,000 route mile national fiber network. 
• 360,000 route mile international fiber network
• Committed to being the broadband leader in our markets.
• Global leader in managed hosting and cloud services.



CenturyLink’s Three Major Customer Groups

Consumer

Wholesale

Business
Enterprise businesses

• Operates across the U.S.
• Large government accounts
• Nationwide products and services
• IT infrastructure management 24/7
• Colocation, managed hosting, cloud services 
• Footprint in North America, Europe, Asia and 
Australia

Small, medium and large businesses, residential in 37 states
• High Speed Internet
• Home Phone
• Television (DIRECTV, CenturyLink Stream & Prism™)
• Home Security
• Wireless (resale)

Other communications companies
• Fiber-to-the-tower for wireless providers
• Industry – Cable, Resellers 
• Payphone and correctional institution services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CenturyLink provides broadband, home phone, wireless and television services to consumers in parts of 37 states.Our customers also include other communications companies, including large cell phone companies and other telecommunications providers who lease our network.We provide voice and data services to businesses of all sizes, both nationally and internationally, including many Fortune 500 companies. Companies can choose to store and manage their data with us, instead of investing in their own equipment and IT resources.



CenturyLink Vision in Wyoming Communities: 
• Successful Private/Public Partnership to continue 

to advance broadband availability. 
• Provide Fiber Connectivity Deeper in the 

communities. 
• Capital Investment of 54 million in the last 2 

years. 
• Strong, Diverse, Expandable Network to keep up 

with the pace of change
• Cloud Computing
• Applications 
• Business Needs

Invested in Wyoming



CenturyLink Today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On April 1, 2011 CenturyLink completed its acquisition of Qwest Communications in a tax free, stock-for-stock transaction, creating the third largest telecommunications provider – based on access lines – in the United States.On July 15 CenturyLink acquired Savvis, Inc., a global leader in cloud infrastructure and hosted IT solutions. This acquisition allows CenturyLink to achieve global scale as a managed hosting and cloud services provider and accelerates its ability to deliver those capabilities to its business customers.With the completion of the Qwest and Savvis transactions CenturyLink became a national, industry-leading communications company providing broadband, voice and wireless services to consumers and businesses across the country; advanced entertainment services under the CenturyLink™ Prism™ TV and DIRECTV brands; and data, voice and managed services to business, government and wholesale customers in local, national and select international markets through its high-quality advanced fiber optic network and multiple data centers.These transactions also resulted in 2011 pro-forma combined revenues of more than $18 billion, a robust national 210,000-route-mile fiber network, a significantly larger enterprise customer base and a strong employee base committed to providing quality service to our customers.



Wyoming Operating Companies





Wyoming

• More than 130,000 connections statewide
• Total Network investment more than $1 

Billion
• 130 employees in Wyoming
• 4,000 plus fiber route miles
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Public Policy 
• Federal Government
• FCC-Broadband Fund
• CAF Funding-Auction Summer of 2018
• State Government

– Legislature
• Corporations-Policy Decisions
• Broadband Fund
• SF100 

– Public Service Commission
• Regulates Voice Services
• Administers the State Universal Service Fund
• Does not regulate Broadband



www.sbca.org  |  800-541-5981  |  info@sbca.org

Satellite Broadband:
High Speed Internet Everywhere

Steven Hill
President

Satellite Broadcasting & Communications Association



www.sbca.org  |  800-541-5981  |  info@sbca.org

• 1,700,000 customers
• Capacity limited growth
• 10/1 speeds
• Service limitations
• Legacy technology

Satellite Broadband Generation 1- Past



www.sbca.org  |  800-541-5981  |  info@sbca.org

• 2017 2 new satellites 
• High speed 25/3+
• Available everywhere 
• Fast, secure, reliable
• Competitively priced 
• Unlimited plans
• No hard data limits
• Target underserved 

markets

Satellite Broadband Next Generation- Present



www.sbca.org  |  800-541-5981  |  info@sbca.org

Satellite Broadband – Disaster Recovery and Relief 
• Easy set up and removal
• Fast high speed communications 
• Essential part of long term relief efforts
• Relief centers
• Medical 
• Public safety
• Government

2017 Deployments
• Texas Floods 18
• Puerto Rico Hurricane 40
• Florida Hurricane 5
• Texas Tornado 1
• Tennessee Wildfires 1
• MO Floods 1
250,000 hours of TV and Internet donated since 2015



www.sbca.org  |  800-541-5981  |  info@sbca.org

• More satellites 
launching in 2019

• Speeds of 100Mbps 
nationally

• Significant US private 
investment 

• Technology will drive 
the market 

Satellite Broadband –Future



Broadband
From a Municipal IT perspective



FCC: Broadband is
• Fixed Connection: 25 Mbps downstream 3 Mbps

upstream

• Mobile broadband is not a replacement for a fixed 
connection

3 Mbps 25 Mbps 100 Mbps



Municipal IT: Broadband is
• Enough bandwidth for all users to access all their 

applications and remote resources without 
noticing a significant difference between internal 
and external sources.

• That amount of bandwidth will vary for municipal 
governments based on size, usage, and in-house vs 
cloud based applications.



Cloud Connectivity Needs 
Redundancy
• When you have important data in the cloud you 

need a backup connection that has a different 
route than the primary connection.

• For true redundancy a different ISP is typically 
required.



Each Facility Needs Access
• In Laramie we have over 20 different facilities located 

throughout the city.  Each of them need similar 
broadband access.

• Very costly for each to have their own connection, 
servers, etc.

• We connect our buildings together with gigabit point 
to point radio (some licensed some unlicensed 
frequencies)

• We’d like to have fiber infrastructure between our 
buildings



Mobile Employee Access
• Utility workers access maps to identify water 

features, shut-off valves, etc. (GPS)

• Can make & submit corrections in the field

• Police and fire use a secure VPN connection to 
public safety data

• In some places the connection for data isn’t 
always available



Remote Employee Access
• They need broadband at home fast enough to 

provide a good experience when connected over 
VPN

• Others in the house might be sharing the 
connection



Barriers
• Cost of leased fiber & wireless connections

• Running fiber costs up to $20 a foot – if you have 
the right of way and room to bore / trench

• Fiber between key City buildings would cost over 
$1.7 million.  We only need a few strands of fiber

• 139 miles of roads in Laramie = over $15 million



Solution
• Partnership to run new fiber to key places in town 

– connecting municipal buildings in the process

• City shares some cost and helps with right of way 
in exchange for ownership of some fiber to 
connect buildings

• Involve other businesses or interested parties: 
school district, university, county, state, etc.



Connecting City Buildings



WYOMING ASSOCIATION OF 
MUNICIPALITIES

BROADBAND

HOW DO WE GET THERE FROM 
HERE?

River Oaks Communications Corporation
Bob Duchen – Vice President

February 22, 2018
Copyright © 2018 by River Oaks Communications  

Corporation.  All rights reserved.



Key Considerations for 
Broadband

• Accessibility
• Affordability
• Capacity
• Speed
• Reliability
• Cost

River Oaks Communications 
Corporation 2



What Are Small Cells?

• They are bigger than you think 
– for example, 28 cubic feet.

• They often involve poles, 
antennas, transmission 
equipment, power and fiber 
optic cables.

• They do not always include 
stealth features.

River Oaks Communications 
Corporation 3



River Oaks Communications 
Corporation 4



Bio on River Oaks 
Communications Corporation

River Oaks Communications 
Corporation 5

• Colorado based- 30 years
• Wyoming communities
• 38 States 
• University of Virginia School of Law
• Currently assisting Municipal Leagues-

Michigan, New Mexico and Indiana
• Author and Webinar Presenter



Overview of Federal Law

• Cable Acts of 1984 and 1992
• Telecom Act of 1996
• Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation 

Act of 2012
• FCC Wireless Order- October 2014
• Federal Register Publications- 2015
• Pending Proceedings at the FCC

River Oaks Communications 
Corporation 6



River Oaks Communications 
Corporation 7

Municipal Landscape
• Companies want in the ROWs
• Cable, telecommunications, wireless 

services and infrastructure providers
• What are your rights and what are theirs?
• Ordinances, Franchises, Licenses, 

Right-of-Way Use Agreements
• FCC and the Broadband Deployment 

Advisory Committee



Service Providers vs 
Infrastructure Providers

• Verizon Wireless, AT&T Wireless and T-
Mobile

• Companies such as Crown Castle, 
Mobilitie, etc. 

• Site Acquisition Companies
• New Players in the Marketplace

River Oaks Communications 
Corporation 8



Some Examples from Other 
States

• Spokane, Washington
• Coeur d’Alene, Idaho
• Williston, North Dakota
• Las Cruces, New Mexico
• Midvale City, Utah
• Plattsmouth, Nebraska

River Oaks Communications 
Corporation 9



Revenue Opportunities for 
Local Governments

• Water tanks, Towers, Buildings and Fiber 
(Vertical and Horizontal Assets)

• What are Rights-of-Way Worth?
• Examples from Other States- Texas, 

Florida, Minnesota, Indiana and Arizona
• Master License Agreements- South 

Dakota and Nebraska

River Oaks Communications 
Corporation 10



Next Steps
• Analyze existing Broadband Infrastructure
• Determine the need for additional 

availability
• Assess the cost of Broadband for 

Businesses and Residents
• Inventory Vertical and Horizontal Assets.

River Oaks Communications 
Corporation 11



Next Steps (Cont.)
• Evaluate the Opportunity for Public/Private 

Partnerships
• Determine the Interest Level in a Regional 

Broadband Initiative 
• Examine middle-mile and last-mile options
• Conduct a Broadband Feasibility Study

River Oaks Communications 
Corporation 12



THANKS
• Thanks for being here for our 

Presentation.
• If you have specific factual questions later 

on, please call us or send us an email.

bduchen@rivoaks.com
303-721-0653  

River Oaks Communications 
Corporation 13
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City of Gillette 
Fiber Buildout
CITY OF GILLE TT E
WA M – 2018 WINT E R CON F E RE N CE
FE B RUA RY 22,  2018

M I C H A E L  H .  C O L E ,  P. E .  – U T I L I T I E S  D I R E C T O R
R Y  M U Z Z A R E L L I ,  P. E .     - S E N I O R  E L E C T R I C A L  E N G I N E E R



History of City of Gillette Fiber System
• 2003 - City established a fiber network to interconnect City facilities

• 2008 – City began connecting County Facilities, Hospital and College

• 2009 – City began leasing dark fiber to internet service providers

• 2015 – City of Gillette and the Economic Development Council 
contract out a Broadband Study for Gillette

• 2016 – City began retrofit/rebuild of the existing fiber network

• 2016 – City started creation of Fiber Right-of-Way and Raceway 
Lease agreement



Gillette Fiber System 2003-2009



Gillette Fiber System 2010-2011



Gillette Fiber System 2012-2013



Gillette Fiber System 2014-2016



The Challenge

• Fiber System was not originally designed for private sector expansion

• Solution – Multi-Raceway retro fit of the fiber backhaul



Gillette Fiber System Backhaul Retro-fit



7-Way multi-raceway system



Cost of Buildout/Retrofit
• Estimated cost of $2,972,432

• $1,307,112 to be completed by June 30, 2018

• Wyoming Business Council Business Ready Grant application in for 
July 2018 construction
• WBC Grant - $1,332,256

• City of Gillette matching - $333,064



Raceway Lease

• $.47 per foot for raceway lease

• City maintains and locates the conduit

• Lessee is responsible for their own fiber optic cable and splicing in 
their own fiber vaults



Right-of-Way Lease

• $1.52 project management fee

• $0.12 per year right-of-way lease fee

• Lessee installs, maintains and locates the conduit and handoff fiber 
vault

• Lessee is responsible for their own fiber optic cable and splicing in 
their own fiber vaults

• City of Gillette has the right of first refusal to lease a raceway in any 
lessee right-of-way installations



City of Gillette 
Fiber Buildout
CITY OF GILLE TT E
WA M – 2018 WIN T E R CON F E RE N CE
FE B RUA RY 22,  2018
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Broadband 101:
Let’s Get Together



Source: FCC Mapping Broadband Health in America 2017 Filed FCC 477 reports indicate 
that Pinedale and Sublette 
County have broadband speeds 
• 8-9.9 Mbps ↓ and .8-1.1 

Mbps ↑ in Pinedale 
• 6.5-9.6 Mbps ↓ and  .65-.95 

Mbps ↑ outside Pinedale

However, coordinated county 
wide speed tests show distinctly 
lower rates in general.



FCC’s CONNECT AMERICA FUND PHASE II AUCTION
aka CAF II AUCTION

• ~$2.5 Billion left unclaimed; auction set for ~July 2018
• Only “Eligible Telecom Carriers” (ETCs) may apply.
• Service to the “last-mile;” every house within a census

block must be served.
• Current minimum requirement 10/1 Mbps
• 10-years of funding but project must be completed in 6
• Extreme Cost funding will be made available, but

amount is not yet set.
• Sublette County qualifies for $29MM, but the cost of

build-out to the last-mile makes any ROI unfeasible for
an ETC.



STRATEGY ADOPTED BY THE COMMUNITY

• “No One Left Behind,” we would plan and build for the entire County.
• 10/1 Mbps is not an adequate forward-looking plan.
• Wireless tech must be included in the plan to get that “last-mile.”
• Reinforce the County and State’s emergency system (towers)
• Without a fiber backbone, no ETC will bid on CAF II Auction or deploy 

tech for 25-100 Mbps into the remote areas.
• Any fiber build needs to be better than current CAF II requirements; we 

must building for the future and future funds and grants.
• Without financial support from the US, State, County or Towns, no 

provider could make a business case for us.
• 1Identify cost, 2find funds, 3publish an RFP to identify a Private Partner, 

and 4then implement.



PARTNERSHIPS

• State Legislators
• Sublette County Commissioners
• Town of Pinedale
• Town of Marbleton
• Town of Big Piney
• Lincoln & Sweetwater Counties



Determine Availability of Long Haul Fiber and/or Broadband Capacity That Currently Exists 
Closely Adjacent to the County

25Mbps  50Mbps
150Mbps   1 Gig

Victor Jackson

=< 10Mbps mostly
25Mbps  50Mbps=< 2Mbps

Bondurant
Hoback Ranches =< 6Mbps

25Mbps  50Mbps
150Mbps

25Mbps  50Mbps
150Mbps   1 Gig

25Mbps  50Mbps

Cost 150Mbps = $175/mo Cost 50Mbps = $129/mo
Cost 50Mbps = $59/mo 

Cost =< 10Mbps = $45 to $75/Mo
Distance dependent.



The proposed “Sublette County 
Gigabyte Project” would provide
• a 7-conduit fiber connection 

from Denver to Seattle;
• redundancy within the entire 

network;
• serve O&G operations;
• provide fiber to business and 

possibly to home in the 3 
municipalities;

• connect fiber to geographically 
important tower sites for 
future wireless tech;

• cost ~$15MM.
Rock Springs

Hoback Junction

LaBarge /
Kemmerer



Pinedale Ballfield 100 ftPinedale Town Shop 100 ftPinedale 3 Sites 100 ft
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How 5G Can Help Municipalities 
Become Vibrant Smart Cities

Executive Summary 
For decades, the evolution of communications 
technology has laid the foundation for broad economic 
growth across the United States benefitting towns and 
cities large and small. The next generation of wireless 
network infrastructure will be built using small-cell 
networks employing 5G wireless technology. The 
connectivity and computing capacity unleashed by 
these high-speed wireless networks will bring the 
power of Smart City solutions to municipalities across 
the country. 

This can transform local economies. Research has 
suggested that Smart City solutions applied to the 
management of vehicle traffic and electrical grids  
could produce $160 billion in benefits and savings 
through reductions in energy usage, traffic congestion 
and fuel costs. These 5G attributes will enable cities 
to reduce commute times, improve public safety and 
generate significant smart grid efficiencies. 

Beyond the benefits of pervasive Smart City technology, 
the potential gains from the deployment process for 
such technology are also significant since telecom 
operators are expected to invest approximately  
$275 billion in infrastructure, which could create  
up to 3 million jobs and boost GDP by $500 billion.

5G Economic Impacts

Jobs Created

GDP Growth

Investment

3
Million

$500
Billion

$275
Billion

Full realization of the economic growth and cost 
savings from leveraging Smart City solutions built  
on 5G infrastructure will, however, depend on how 
robustly 5G networks are deployed locally, and  
will require different approaches from those used in  
the past. The network deployment build of 5G will 
involve 10 to 100 times more antenna locations than  
4G or 3G. These cells are small – the size of a shoe  
box – and are critical not only for delivering the speed 
and capacity promised by this next generation of 
wireless, but also for supporting the increased number 
of devices that will be connected to the network in  
the future.
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To support the increased density of small cells that will 
be required to obtain both the economic and Smart 
City benefits enabled by 5G wireless networks, there 
are a number of steps municipal leaders should take 
to encourage telecom operators to invest in deploying 
next-generation infrastructure in their municipalities. 

Today, many municipalities require approvals and  
fees based on the historical deployment of large  
towers that can be more than 250 feet tall. The shift 
from traditional large wireless towers to small-cell  
sites – affixed on locations from lamp posts to utility 
poles – will require a streamlining of the permitting 
process governing wireless infrastructure deployment 
and an appropriate adjustment in permit areas. 

If municipal and regulatory leaders wish to reap 
economic benefits, including jobs and GDP growth, 
and accelerate their journey to becoming a Smart City, 
they should strive to be among the first to streamline 
permitting, change their fee structures, and reduce 
regulatory hurdles to support the new small-cell 
deployment model required for this next generation  
of wireless technology. 

Saratoga, CA 
29,900 Pop.

300

$50M

$20M

$10M

 

Jobs Created

GDP Growth

Network 
Investment

Smart Grid + 
Transportation 
Benefits

Beaumont, TX 
118,000 Pop.

1,000

$180M

$100M

$70M

Metro Chicago, IL 
9,472,000 Pop.

90,000

$14B

$8B

$5B

Smart City Technology & 5G Are Expected to 
Benefit All Community Sizes
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The Next Generation of  
Wireless Technology Will  
Fuel Economic Growth 
The full potential of Smart Cities 
will be unlocked by 5G networks 
and small cells, creating jobs 
as well as entire new industries. 
Communities that support 
5G wireless technology will 
see significant economic and 
community benefits. This 
next generation of wireless 
technology is expected to 
create 3 million new jobs and 
boost annual GDP by $500 
billion, driven by a projected 
$275 billion investment from 
telecom operators. 

Direct Economic Benefits 
As telecom operators build out their networks,  
they are expected to invest across the country. Our 
analysis indicates that U.S. telecom operators could 
invest approximately $275 billion over seven years  
to deploy next-generation wireless technology, with 
trials beginning as early as 2017 in select cities.1 Of  
that $275 billion, $93 billion is expected to be spent  
on construction, with the remainder being allocated  
for network equipment, engineering, and planning. 

5G Economic Impacts

Jobs Created

GDP Growth

Investment

3
Million

$500
Billion

$275
Billion
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Deploying the infrastructure required for 5G will also 
create jobs. We estimate that approximately 50,000 
new construction jobs will be created each year 
over the 7-year buildout period. When we consider 
the effects on suppliers and other partners, and 
their spending in the economy, the full impact from 
construction spending alone could be approximately 
120,000 jobs created each year during the first seven 
years of deployment.2 

Broader Economic Benefits
Though the direct jobs and investment to be expected 
from deploying 5G are significant, the broader 
economic benefits associated with an improved 
wireless communications network are even greater. 
Based on research into the benefits of adopting the 
next generation of wireless technology,3 we expect 5G 
could help create 2.2 million jobs, and approximately 
$420 billion in annual GDP, spread across small, 
medium and large communities in the U.S.4 

Another of 5G’s contributions to generating jobs and 
economic growth will be providing the benefits of 
high-speed broadband to the 5% of Americans who 
currently do not have access. Because faster Internet 
connections allow users to utilize video applications 
for telecommuting, or participate in e-learning courses 
that give them additional skill sets or certifications, 
their employability and earning power increases, thus 
creating a more competitive workforce in different 
localities – which would, in turn, attract higher-paying 
jobs to these communities. If localities embrace 5G, and 
citizens who are not already online become adopters, 
we could see an additional $90 billion in GDP, and 
870,000 in job growth.  

Communities of all sizes are likely to see jobs created. 
Small to medium-sized cities with a population of 
30,000 to 100,000 could see 300 to 1,000 jobs 
created. In larger cities like Chicago, we could see  
as many as 90,000 jobs created.

Saratoga, CA 
29,900 Pop.

300

$50M

 

Jobs Created

GDP Growth

Beaumont, TX 
118,000 Pop.

1,000

$180M

Metro Chicago, IL 
9,472,000 Pop.

90,000

$14B

5G Is Expected to Benefit All Community Sizes
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On a state level, there will also be significant economic 
benefits. Analyzing a sample of different-sized states 
across different regions, the number of jobs created 
in the short-term as a result of network deployment 
is expected to be significant for both large and small 
states, with California seeing more than 11,000 jobs 
created. 

State  Network Increased 
 Deployment Competitiveness

California 11,000 375,000

Florida 6,000 195,000

New York 5,000 190,000

Oregon 1,100 39,000

South Dakota 200 8,000

  

Expected Number of Jobs Created by State

While the deployment of 5G wireless networks will 
bring near-term economic benefits, it will also help 
to ensure that U.S. communities remain competitive 
over the longer term by allowing them to fully leverage 
Smart City technology, and ensuring the latest wireless 
communications technology is available to citizens  
and businesses. The job impact for larger states could 
be considerable; California could see as many as 
375,000 long-term jobs created. 
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Smart City Growth  
Will Be Accelerated by  
Next-Generation Wireless 

The Smart City applications 
currently leveraging today’s 
wireless networks are already 
showing significant benefits to 
communities. Building on the 
foundation of 4G LTE, 5G will 
accelerate these Smart City 
benefits. 

The key attributes of 5G that will benefit Smart Cities 
include higher speeds; more connections – thus 
enabling wireless connectivity in unprecedented 
locations, ranging from street lights to sewer holes; 
quicker, more adaptive response times that support 
time-sensitive applications, such as vehicle-to-vehicle 
communications; and ultra-low-power connections, 
such as sensors for leak detection in water mains,  
since, in many cases, the replacement cycle is directly 
related to battery life. 

We have picked three areas – energy/utilities, 
transportation, and public safety – to showcase what is 
possible when municipalities welcome next-generation 
wireless technology. These examples also illustrate 
how wireless connectivity is already creating jobs, 
generating municipal efficiencies, and increasing 
government revenue. 

5G: Technology to Meet the Growing 
Demands of Smart Cities

Ability to connect 
many more 
sensors and 

devices

High-speed 
ubiquitous 

connectivity

Prioritization, 
greater reliability 
and redundancy

Ultra-low power 
consumption
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Energy & Utilities
Smart Grid. 5G technology will help unleash the next 
wave of Smart Grid features and efficiency. Across the 
U.S., Smart Grid benefits are estimated to be as high  
as $2 trillion dollars over 20 years.5 

By allowing many unconnected, energy-consuming 
devices to be integrated into the grid through low-cost 
5G connections, 5G enables these devices to be more 
accurately monitored to support better forecasting of 
energy needs. By connecting these energy-consuming 
devices using a smart grid, demand-side management 
will be further enhanced to support load balancing, 
helping reduce electricity peaks and ultimately reduce 
energy costs. 

Capturing this data through 5G connections will further 
enable larger cities, or even state-level jurisdictions,  
to plan expensive energy infrastructure spending more 
efficiently and reduce downtime. In the event of power 
failure, smart grid technology enables precise, real-time 
diagnosis, down to the specific pole or transformer 
affected by an outage, which speeds up repairs and 
reduces downtime. For example, by installing smart  
grid technology, Chattanooga, TN, a medium-sized 
town, reduced the duration of outages by over 50% 
during a severe windstorm and saved the utility $1.4 
million* in operational costs for just one storm.6 

Last but not least, 5G is itself more cost effective and 
energy efficient than past generations of wireless 
technology, thus making its own contribution to  
energy savings.

Smart Lighting. By automatically dimming public 
lighting when no pedestrians or vehicles are present, 
smart lighting can save power and reduce light 
pollution while still keeping neighborhoods safe. Smart 
lighting has begun to be rolled out in cities such as  
San Diego and Barcelona7 as part of a larger Smart City 
initiative. Through its system, San Diego will save an 
estimated $1.9 million8 annually through the installation 
of these street lights. Across the U.S., the potential 
savings from this approach are estimated to be more 
than $1 billion per year. 

Smart lighting connected to a city’s broadband network 
can also monitor local air quality. Adding this level of 
connectivity to smart LED lighting can also reduce the 
lighting system’s maintenance costs. 

Current Smart 
Grid sensors
 

New 5G low-cost 
sensors

Smart 
Energy 
Grid

5G enables additional low-cost 
connections to provide 
comprehensive coverage 
of the energy grid. 

$1.4*

Million Savings
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Transportation
By leveraging next-generation wireless technology, 
communities can improve their transportation systems 
– enhancing public transportation, reducing traffic 
congestion, and generating revenue from public 
parking efficiencies. 

Public Transportation. With increased wireless 
connectivity, communities with a public transit system 
can reduce rider wait times while also optimizing bus 
inventory. Giving transit operators minute-by-minute 
information on the number of users who are currently 
using the system, or who intend to use the system at  
a specific time, will help increase system utilization,  
and allow for dynamic bus routing. 

Traffic/Commuting. Imagine being able to reduce 
traffic congestion in your community by 40%, 
saving drivers and operators in medium-sized 
cities approximately $100 million annually.10 Traffic 
management systems can help deliver these benefits 
and, thanks to 5G’s ultra-fast speeds, cars will be able 
to “convoy” or “platoon” in groups,11 increasing road 
vehicle capacity, while providing substantial energy 
savings for vehicle owners. And if autonomous cars 
are supported by Smart Traffic Management systems, 
congestion could decrease and deliver additional 
productivity and quality-of-life improvements to 
residents. 

Self-Driving Cars - 2020

Air flow -  drag 
constitutes 50-75% 
of highway energy

Air flow – car convoy 
can reduce drag by 
20-60%

Autonomous Cars w/5G - Future

5G vehicle-to-vehicle communications (V2V) could allow lead cars to 
communicate hazards to following cars, increasing reaction time and 
safely allowing car convoys.

Safe Distance with 
5G and V2V

Safe Distance without 
5G and V2V

Smart Car Convoys
Fuel Savings of 

25%9
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Public Parking. With real-time information available 
about empty on-street parking spaces, vehicles will no 
longer need to circle the block, but instead go directly 
to an open space, identified as such by a low-cost 5G 
sensor on a street lamp. 

Ability to identify open 
parking spaces through 
low-cost sensors and 
increase parking revenue

Smart Parking + Metering

Reduce time to find parking and congestion benefits all 
commuters and encourages tra�ic to commercial areas, 
boosting economic activity.

�27%
Parking 

Revenue

Combined with the smart metering systems that are 
already deployed in some areas, advanced wireless 
connectivity could increase parking revenue by 27%12 
while also helping reduce congestion and idling. 
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Public Safety
Smart City innovations in public safety are just 
beginning to take hold, and wireless connectivity  
is the driving force behind these innovations. 

Chicago currently uses its 4G network to provide real-
time video which allows first responders to assess a 
scene before arriving.12 Deployment of 5G in a Smart 
City will enable the integration of all video surveillance, 
with access to specific locations, pole by pole, in ultra-
high definition. This capability would allow responders 
to use facial recognition to identify known criminals or 
spot missing persons before arriving on the scene.

Thanks to wireless sensors, San Francisco is already 
able to generate detailed, real-time, location-based 
information when a firearm is discharged. This allows 
authorities to be immediately alerted, and has helped 
reduce gun crime by up to 50%* in neighborhoods 
where the technology has been deployed.14 When  

Gun Shot Detection

Real-time monitoring of gunshots provides police and first reponders 
with exact location, speeding up response time.

Reducing Gun 
Crime By Up To 

50%*

a gun is fired, the sensors can triangulate the  
location, and sometimes even identify the type  
of gun. That information is sent to authorities to  
speed up deployment of personnel to the location. 

In many communities, emergency warning systems  
are already providing alerts about tornados and other 
life-threatening weather events. Building on such 
warning systems, 5G flood sensors could also provide 
motorists with route guidance, helping reduce one of 
the primary causes of death during flooding: people 
choosing routes that pass through flooded areas.15
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Deploying Next-Generation 
Wireless Infrastructure 

Smart City benefits, along 
with the significant economic 
growth and job creation 
described, depend on the 
deployment of 5G. But this 
next generation of wireless 
connectivity will require a 
wireless infrastructure that  
is significantly denser than  
that required by 4G. 

The key to this new wireless infrastructure is the small 
cell. Telecom operators are already using 4G small-cell 
technology in limited deployments today to support 
increased capacity for new users and Smart City 
sensors. But the full promise of Smart Cities and 5G 
requires a robust deployment of small cells. 

That is because tomorrow’s wireless networks will 
require hundreds, or even thousands, of small cells, 
densely deployed across a city or town, instead of 
traditional macro cell towers, which are hundreds 
of feet tall and transmit wireless signals for miles. 
Complementing the existing macro cell sites, these 
small cells can be the size of a shoe box and discretely 
deployed nearly anywhere – from street lamps and 
utility poles to the sides of buildings. 

The approach is similar to the supply-operations 
concept of distributing dispatch centers across a 
geographic area to serve customers more efficiently 
than one main, central warehouse. The approaches 
have similar benefits: 

1 Speed to deliver: Just as numerous small dispatch 
centers can be located closer to the ultimate 
destination, and thus provide faster delivery, widely 
distributed small cells also deliver higher speed, and 
enable large amounts of data to be more readily 
delivered to users.

2 Capacity to serve: When a given dispatch center 
does not have the capacity to serve a certain client 
within the required timeframe due to the shortage of 
available resources/products, other nearby centers 
are able to provide service. Likewise, if a small cell 
experiences too much traffic demand due to a major 
event (e.g., an emergency situation in the area), other 
small cells can help meet demand, preventing the 
communication interruption that usually occurs with 
current technology. 
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Macro and Small Cells

Neighborhoods
Small cells

Large Macro Towers (current) 

Existing
Rooftop
Towers

Existing
Ground
Towers

Storefronts
O�ice
Buildings

oods

Existing towers will provide coverage for miles, while small cells will 
support the increased needs of a Smart City. 
Small cells could be discretely installed on lamp posts, utility poles 
or sides of buildings.

3 Specialization and diversification of fulfillment: 
Just as small niche centers can provide specialized 
service to a local area, a “small cell” can also provide 
specialization of service to a large, diversified 
number of users. With the availability of sufficient 
numbers of small cells, wireless networks will support 
both specialized transportation solutions (e.g., 
vehicle-to-vehicle communication) and specialized 
public safety solutions (e.g., gunshot detection 
sensor communication), all while ensuring the best 
quality of service to other highly critical applications, 
such as a nearby hospital which requires highly 
reliable communications (e.g., for remote surgery).

Small cells are already beginning to supplement the 
operations of existing 4G macro towers, and will initially 
be the central strategy by which telecom operators deal 
with this ongoing growth in demand for mobile capacity 
and coverage ultimately leading to the full-scale 5G 
deployment that will be required by Smart Cities. 

While the benefits of pervasive small-cell 5G technology 
are highly significant, the real-world logistics of 
deploying small cells on a large scale must also address 
the cost, complexity and time involved in deployment. 
Many municipalities continue to rely on regulations  
and processes that were created to handle the rollout 
of existing and previous wireless technologies, but 
which are likely to be inadequate for the rollout of  
5G technology. 

The challenges in this area are threefold: local 
permitting and regulations; access to public rights  
of way; and fee structures.
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Local Permitting and Regulations
Currently, applications for small-cell implementations 
can take up to 18 to 24 months for approval, which is 
similar to the time required to approve one large macro 
cell tower. Recognizing that the density of small cells 
is up to 100 times greater than for macro towers, such 
an approval cycle will pose a tremendous challenge to 
both telecom operators and municipalities. In certain 
cases, slow turnaround/approval times have not only 
caused delay, but have resulted in approval of only part 
of the submitted plan. If approval for a full cluster of 
small cells is not supported, and fewer small cells are 
deployed as a result, the full benefits of this wireless 
technology will not be realized.

In many cities, the approval cycle requires several 
separate tribunals for approval. Committees such as  
a neighborhood association, a planning commission,  
a zoning commission, the county council and others 
may each require a separate decision-making process.

Some cities also require a discretionary review of each 
installation, or else classify every small-cell installation 
as a new installation that requires its own separate 
environmental assessments and approvals, even if  
the location has an existing small-cell site operated  
by another telecom operator.

 

Access to Public Rights of Way
One potential option for telecom operators deploying 
small cells on Public Rights of Way is to work with a 
partner that offers a database of already-approved 
sites, and manages relationships with operators 
through efficient, mutually beneficial processes.

Immediate access to these types of qualified sites and 
assets makes it quicker and easier to find locations to 
deliver 5G services to users and enable Smart Cities. 
It also shortens the time spent negotiating with site 
owners, and reduces the effort required to secure the 
necessary permissions and approvals.

One example of a partner would be the local public 
utility which manages utility poles. The FCC has 
supported wireless deployment by clarifying rules 
related to the use of utility poles, specifying that 
pole attachment laws should also cover wireless 
attachments, thus removing any ambiguity about how 
wireless attachments should be treated by utility pole 
owners. The FCC has also specifically required that any 
denial must be on a “case-by-case” basis.16

While many owners of public utilities poles have 
embraced small-cell attachments from the beginning, 
others remain less enthusiastic. Without Public Rights 
of Way, the deployment of next-generation small-cell 
technology will continue to suffer – and communities 
will not be able to enjoy its benefits.

Fee Structures
In many instances, fees imposed on small cells are 
comparable to those imposed on macro cells without 
regard to their differences. The application fees and 
other acquisition fees (including rental) of macro-
cell sites are applied to each of the 50 to 100 small 
cells required resulting in costs being multiplied 
and deployment becoming financially unfeasible. 
Communities that apply previously used processes  
and regulations to small-cell rollouts, rather than 
updating their approach, can end up discouraging 
small-cell deployments.

Such challenges, coupled with concerns about return 
on investment, will cause delays for the deployment 
of wireless infrastructure, potentially leading to the 
loss of projected benefits in the affected communities, 
and shifting those benefits, including economic 
development and increased competitiveness, towards 
communities that have developed plans to support 
faster deployment of next-generation technology. Such 
delays are also likely to have consequences for certain 
types of Smart City benefits that depend on having the 
5G infrastructure in place.

Cost is one of the most significant challenges that 
telecom operators face when deploying small cells. 
Small-cell equipment itself typically accounts for 
10% or less of a site’s total cost of ownership, with 
a much larger part of the investment instead going 
to the services through which each site is selected, 
assessed, acquired and approved for implementation. 
Considering the large number of small cells required, 
the cost structure makes the total cost of installing 
small cells many times higher than the costs for  
existing infrastructure.

These regulatory and operational challenges are just  
a fraction of the issues telecom operators will face 
when implementing the small-cell technologies. There 
are other challenges they need to handle in parallel, 
such as acquiring new frequency spectrum; making 
sure there is high-capacity connectivity, such as fiber 
optics, to each of the small cells, and development  
of 5G know-how and expertise.
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Next Steps to Unlock  
Economic Growth

To build a 21st Century  
Smart City and reap the 
resulting economic benefits, 
municipal leaders must 
support an environment that 
cultivates smart innovations 
for all of their citizens. By 
facilitating 5G infrastructure 
deployment, they can make 
their communities more 
efficient  and attractive to 
investments by telecom 
operators as well as other 
industries.

Keeping in mind the telecom operators’ expected 
infrastructure investment of $275 billion for 5G 
deployment over seven years, and the opportunity to 
create up to 3 million new jobs, there are a number of 
steps that municipal leadership can take to improve the 
rollout process and save time, thus helping the prompt 
evolution of their community towards a Smart City 
and reaping the associated economic benefits. These 
steps address three main areas of challenge previously 
outlined: streamlined permitting and processes, right-
of-way applications, and fee structures.

Streamlined permitting and processes: 

• Batch approvals – By pre-approving cell antenna 
types and providing approval for specific areas, as 
opposed to pole by pole, approval processes can 
be streamlined, saving the city significant time and 
resources that would otherwise be spent processing 
repetitive permits. 

• Accelerated timelines – To allow for efficient 
deployment of small cells, permits should have  
a reasonable approval time.

Right-of-way applications:

• Given the pervasive yet non-intrusive nature of  
small- cell technology’s footprint, municipalities 
would benefit from providing access to sites or 
assets such as government-owned utility poles, 
streetlights and other street fixtures, wherever 
possible. 
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Fee structure update:

• The fees typically charged for macro towers, when 
applied to small cells, will deter telecom operator 
investment. Given the increased number of cells 
required for a 5G deployment, a new, rational fee 
structure – one that does not compromise revenues 
of the city – should be considered in light of the 
economic opportunity such a deployment represents. 
A city will benefit much more from the increased jobs 
and prosperity that 5G Smart City technology brings, 
than from the revenue the city generates from pole 
fees or permits. 

• Additionally, municipalities should consider more  
efficient fee administration. Rather than establishing 
a different price for each type of lamp post or 
streetlight, cities could create simple asset classes 
based on location, power requirements, maintenance 
requirements and engineering charges, thus 
providing optimal terms and conditions for each 
small-cell deployment, while reducing unnecessary 
paperwork.

In addition to specific policy recommendations, 
municipalities should consider ways to ensure 
departmental coordination on decision-making. Given 
some of the time-consuming situations that telecom 
operators have faced as a result of piecemeal approval 
from the required city departments, it is clear that 
providing operators with a single point of contact for 
inter-departmental approvals would save time for both 
operators and city officials.

The evolution of 5G wireless technology, which will 
create the advanced infrastructure needed for Smart 
Cities, has reached a very promising juncture – yet 
also a critical one. The Smart City concept is real, and 
is starting to take shape in a number of municipalities 
in the U.S. and abroad. To reach its full potential, and 
unlock the full benefits of Smart Cities, communities 
now need to support small-cell deployments to enable 
a 5th generation of communications infrastructure. 
Cities and towns which are first to facilitate the wireless 
infrastructure evolution will see the greatest benefit, 
while slow adopters may be the equivalent of turn-
of-the-century towns that were not supported by 
infrastructure, and slowly became less competitive  
and lost jobs while their populations shrank. 

Given the large investment that telecom operators plan 
to make in the coming decade, and the 5G trials that 
are expected to start in early 2017,17 municipal leaders 
should position their communities to take advantage 
of this investment and all of the other benefits 
that accompany it, including improving citizens’ 
lives, creating jobs and increasing their economic 
competitiveness. 
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Appendix – Methodology, 
Assumptions and Caveats 
Around Estimated Economic  
and Other Impacts
• Network investment costs are based on our 

knowledge of current estimates of expected costs, 
and assume adoption and coverage requirements 
will be similar to previous generations of technology. 
Technological advances, regulatory frameworks, and 
the availability and cost of wireless spectrum are 
examples of factors that may impact these estimates.

• Construction jobs directly created from the network 
investment were calculated using industry average 
costs.18

• Indirect and induced employment figures as a result 
of construction were calculated using industry-
specific employment multipliers.19

• The impact of next-generation wireless technology 
on employment was estimated using research that 
studied the impact of previous generational shifts 
in wireless technology – specifically, the economic 
impact of 3G technology in the U.S.20 The number of 
jobs created increased over time as the technology is 
adopted and the figures in this document represent 
the number at the end of the 7-year buildout.

• GDP growth related to jobs created from the next 
generation of wireless technology was determined 
using estimates of the elasticity of employment with 
respect to growth for the U.S.21

• The estimates of jobs created by providing 
broadband access to consumers through 5G wireless 
assumes the share of the population that currently 
doesn’t have access to broadband internet will be 
the same at the time of 5G deployment, and that 
5G will be a substitute for wireline broadband. It 
also assumes consumers who don’t have access 
to the technology will adopt it at the same rate 
as those who do have access. Estimates of the 
economic impact are based on previous studies 
of the economic benefits of broadband covering 
employment22 and GDP.23 

• The estimates of long-term jobs created through 
adoption of 5G technology for different city sizes 
assumes the jobs are evenly distributed across city 
sizes based on population since the technology 
has benefits for people in all sizes of cities. This is 
assumed to be the case for broadband access as 
well: while households which do not have broadband 
internet access are predominantly in rural areas, 
the estimates of total jobs created by city size are 
distributed evenly across different city sizes based 
on population since there will be an indirect and 
induced impact affecting others beyond those who 
gain access to broadband connectivity.

• Though 5G is expected to deliver significant 
economic benefits, it is also important to reflect that 
delays in rollouts caused by technological, legal, or 
financial costs can significantly limit the deployment 
and adoption of 5G. The numbers may also vary 
considerably from city to city depending on the local 
environment, including the difficulty and cost of 
deployment. The benefits of the buildout, including 
the number of jobs created over time, will also vary, 
depending on adoption and usage of the technology.
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